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Abs t rac t .  This paper describes a new approach to perspective match- 
ing which simultaneously exploits both rigidity-structure and point dis- 
tribution information. The structural component of the model is repre- 
sented by a Delaunay triangulation of the point-set. The point-distribution 
model is represented by a perspective deformation of the point-set. Model- 
matching is realised using a variant of the EM algorithm. This involves 
coupling the correspondence matching of the Delaunay triangulation to 
the recovery of the point deformation parameters. We use a Bayesian 
consistency measure to gauge the relational structure of the point corre- 
spondences. Maximum-likelihood point deformation parameters are es- 
timated using a mixture-model defined over the point error-residuals. In 
effect, the Bayesian consistency measure is used to weight the contri- 
butions to a mean-squares error-criterion. The method is evaluated on 
matching 2D objects under varying pose. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Rigidity constraints play an important  role in correspondence matching [6,11]. It 
was Ullman [11] who first suggested the use of point-rigidity as a way of impos- 
ing proximity constraints on point-sets. Several authors have drawn inspiration 
from Ullman's ideas in developing general purpose correspondence matching al- 
gorithms using the the Gaussian weighted proximity matrix. There are two con- 
trasting uses of the proximity-matrix which deserve special mention. Scott and 
Lonquet-Higgins [7] locate correspondences by finding a singular value decom- 
position of the inter-image proximity matrix.  Shapiro of Brady [9], on the other 
hand, match by comparing the modal eignestructure of the intra-image proxim- 
ity matrix. In fact, these techniques provide the basic ground-work on which the 
deformable shape models of Cootes et al [3] and Sclaroff and Pentland [8] build. 
More recently, McReynolds and Lowe [6] have shown how rigidity constraints 
can be incorporated into the recovery of perspective correspondence matches. 
This algorithm uses Levenberq-Marquardt optimisation to locate least-squares 
correspondence matches. 

Our aim in this paper is to present a statistical framework that  allows both  
the rigidity structure and deformation properties of point-sets to be utilised in 
perspective matching. These two aspects of the matching process have distinct 
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representations. Point-set deformation is modelled using a Gaussian mixture- 
model for the co-ordinate error-residuals under a perspective transformation. 
Rigidity-structure is represented by a Delaunay triangulation [1] over the point 
sets being matched. We recover the correspondence matches using a variant of 
the EM algorithm. This is an iterative process which alternates between transfor- 
mation parameter  estimation in the maximisation step and updating matching 
probabilities in the expectation step. 

Maximisation returns three pieces of information. The first of these is a 
set maximum-likelihood perspective parameters which are used to project the 
model-points onto the view-space of the data. The second piece of information 
is the variance-covariance matrix for the co-ordinate error residuals. Finally, we 
estimate a set of m a x i m u m  a pos ter ior i  probabil i ty  point correspondence matches 
between the nodes of the Delaunay triangulations representing the structure of 
the point-sets. In other words, the M-step models the co-ordinate projection of 
the deformed shape into a view space where measurements are taken. Expecta- 
tion involves updating probability distributions which describe the current state 
of the matching process. Here we dichotomise between the point-distribution 
and structural aspects of our model. 

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we detail the elements 
of our point-matching process. Section 3 describes how we establish Delaunay 
graphs and exploit graph structure in finding correspondence matches. The two- 
step iterative matching process is detailed in Section 4. Section 5 presents some 
experiments concerned with matching different 3D poses of planar shapes. Fi- 
nally, Section 6 offers some conclusions and describes our future plans. 

2 P o i n t  D e f o r m a t i o n  

In the work described here we are interested in matching 2D shapes under differ- 
ent perspective viewing conditions. Projective deformation of a point-set involves 
translation, rotation, ai~ne shear and foreshortening. Our basic aim is to recover 
the parameters of the perspective transformation which brings a set of model 
or fiducial points into correspondence with their counterparts in a set of image 
data. Each point in the image data  is represented by an augmented vector of 
co-ordinates _w i = ( x i , y i ,  1) T where i is the point index. The available set of 
image points is denoted by w -- {wi,Vi E 7)} where 7:) is the point index-set. 
The fiducial points constituting the model are similarly represented by the set 
z = {z_j ,Vj  E .A4}. Here Ad is the index-set for the model feature-points and 
the zj represent the corresponding image co-ordinates. The aim of our match- 

ing algorithm is to iteratively recover a parameter-matr ix  ~(~) which describes 
the perspective co-ordinate transformation that  brings the feature points in im- 
age and model into registration with one-another. The transformed co-ordinate 
vectors are computed in the following way 

z~) 1 _ z  (%zj (1)  
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In the above equation the matrix ¢(n) models the perspective transformation 
of co-ordinates. In the work reported here we are not concerned with explicitly 
recovering the geometry of translation, rotation, affine shear and foreshortening. 
Instead, we adopt the following parameterisation of the perspective deformation 
of the point-set. The required transformation matrix has nine free parameters 
and is of the form 

1,1 V'l,2 1,3 

~(n) / ~(~) ,~(~) ~(~) ) (2) 
~(n) ,~(n) ~(n) 

\ '~'3,1 'P3,2 'P3,3 

The superscript on the matrix indicates that the parameters are taken at n th  

iteration of our algorithm. The vector ~(n) [A(n) ¢(n) 1)T is formed from the : \W3,1 ~ 3,2 
elements of the bottom row of the perspective parameter matrix. Expressed in 
this form, the transformation matrix subsumes the simpler Euclidean and affine 
cases which require four and six parameters respectively. 

3 S t r u c t u r a l  D e f o r m a t i o n  

One of our goals in this paper is to exploit structural constraints to improve the 
recovery of perspective parameters from sets of feature points. Because of its well 
documented robustness to noise and change of viewpoint, we adopt the Delaunay 
graph as our basic representation of image structure [1]. We establish Delaunay 
graph representations of data and model, by seeding Voronoi tessellations from 
the feature-points. Our aim is to exploit the structure of the Delaunay graphs 
to impose constraints on the recovery of perspective parameters. The overall 
parameter estimation strategy is based on the expectation-maximisation algo- 
rithm. We incorporate the structural information into the parameter estimation 
process by borrowing an idea from the hierarchical mixture of experts algorithm 
of Jordan and Jacobs [5]. We use the probabilities of structural matches to gate 
the expected likelihood function. These gating probabilities are computed using 
the framework for relational graph matching recently reported by Wilson and 
Hancock [13,14,12]. 

The process of Delaunay triangulation generates relational graphs from the 
two sets of point-features. More formally, the point-sets are the nodes of the a 
data graph G O  ~- {~D, ED} and a model graph GM = { . /~ ,EM}.  Key to our 
perspective deformation process is the idea of using the structure of Delaunay 
graphs to find correspondences between the two point-sets. This correspondence 
matching is denoted by the function f : /v/ -+ ~D from the nodes of the data- 
graph to those of the model graph. According to this notation the statements 
(i, j) C f(n) or equivalently f (n)( i)  = j indicate that there is a match between 
the node i C l) of the model-graph to the node j E 2~ of the model graph at 
iteration n of the algorithm. 

We exploit the structure of the Delaunay graphs to compute the consistency 
of match using the Bayesian framework for relational graph-matching recently 
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reported by Wilson and Hancock [12-14]. Details of the method are outside the 
scope of this paper. Suffice to say that consistency of a configuration of matches 
residing oil the neighbourhood Ri = i U {k ; (i, k) E ED} of the node i in the 
data-graph and its counterpart Sj = j U {l ; (j ,l) E Era} for the node j in the 
model-graph is gauged by Hamming distance. The Hamming distance H( i , j )  
counts the number of matches on the data-graph neighbourhood Ri that are 
inconsistently matched onto the model-graph neighbourhood Sj. According to 
Wilson and Hancock [12 14] the probability that the data-graph node i matches 
to the model-graph node j at iteration n of the algorithm is given by 

r !n) = (3) 
"~Z,3 

In the above expression, the Hamming distance is given by 

H(i , j )  = ~ (1 - 5/(~)(u~),~) (4) 
(uk ,v~)CR,.S~ 

where the symbol • denotes the composition of the data-graph relation R~ and 
the model-graph relation Sj. The exponential constant 3 = in ~ P  is related to 
the uniform probability of structural matching errors P~. This probability is set 
to reflect the overlap of the two point-sets In the work reported here we set Pe 
as follows 

21fMI- I tl 
PC - tlMI + lZ lt (5) 

4 T h e  E M  A l g o r i t h m  

In this section we describe the main stages of our iterative matching scheme. Our 
aim is to extract both maximum likelihood perspective parameters and maxi- 
mum a posteriori matching probabilities using coupled update operations. In the 
spirit of Dempster, Laird and Rubin's EM algorithm [4], we aim to condition 
the updated parameter estimates (i.e. 4 ~(~+1)) on the most recently available 
correspondence matches (i.e. f(n)). In other words, the maximum-likelihood pa- 
rameters satisfy the following condition 

~(n+l) = argrn~xp(~lw, f(n)) (6) 

In a similar way, the maximum a posteriori matches are conditioned upon the 
most recently available parameter-estimates. The matching configuration there- 
fore satisfies the following condition 

f(,~÷l) _ arg m~x P(f lw,  ~(n)) (7) 
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4.1 Expec t a t i on  

We have recently shown how coupled updates of this form can be realised through 
the optimisation of single integrated expected likelihood function. Details of the 
formal development are outside the scope of this paper and can found in the 
recent account of ~hrner and Hancock [10]. Suffice to say that the parameters 
and the correspondence matches may be sought through joint optimisation of 
the quantity 

Q(~5(n+l)l~5(n))= E P(zJlw-i'#(n))¢~,~)lnp(w~ilz-~ '~(n+l)) (8) 

(i,j)Ef(n) 

The structure of this expected log-likelihood function requires further comment. 
The measurement densities p(w_i]zj,qS(n+l) ) model the distribution of error- 
residuals between the observed model-point position w_ i and the predicted po- 
sition of the model point Z_j under the current set of transformation parameter 
4 ~(n+l) . The log-likelihood contributions at iteration n + 1 are weighted by the a 
posteriori measurement probabilities/~,(zjlwi, ~(n)) computed at iteration n of 
the algorithm. Following Jordan and Jacobs [5] we gate the individual expected- 

likelihood contributions using the the structural matching probabilities V! ~.) Fi- 

nally, the summation extends over the set of correspondence matches (i, j) E f(n) 
available at iteration n. 

Using the Bayes rule, we can re-write the a .posteriori measurement proba- 
bilities in terms of the of the conditional measurement densities 

P(z_j Iw_i, ~(~)) = a~n)p(w-ilz-J' ~(~)) 
(9) 

) p(w_  lz_j, , ) 

The mixing proportions are computed by averaging the a posteriori probabilities 
over the set of data-points, i.e. 

O~n+i ) _ I - Iv--f Z (10) 
iET~ 

4.2 G a u s s i a n  Error M o d e l  

In order to proceed with the development of a point registration process we re- 
quire a model for the conditional measurement densities, i.e. p(_w ilz_j, ~(n)). Here 
we assume that the required model can be specified in terms of a multivariate 
Gaussiaa distribution. The random variables appearing in these distributions are 
the error residuals for the position predictions of the j th  model point delivered 
by the current estimated transformation parameters. Accordingly we write 

1 P(W-ilz-j'~5(n)) -- (27r)~ ~/~ exp [--lei,J(~(n))TE-1ci,J(qS(n)) ] (Ii) 
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In the above expression ~ is the variance-covariance matrix for the vector of 
error~residuals ei,j(~5(~)) = _w~ -z_~ ~) between the components of the predicted 

-(~) and their counterparts in the data, i.e. _wi. Formally, measurement vectors ~j 
the matrix is related to the expectation of the outer-product of the error-residuals 
i.e. ~ = E[ei,j (q 5(n))ffi,j (~5(n) )T ] .  

With these ingredients, the expectation step of the EM algorithm simply 
reduces to computing the weighted squared error criterion 

Q'(qs(n+l)lqs(n)) = ~ P(z-jtWi,qs(n))~,nj)~i,j(qs(n+l))T z-1Q,j(~)(n+l)) 
(i,j)Cf(n) 

(12) 
In other words, the a posteriori probabilities P(zjlw_i,~ (~)) and the struc- 

tural matching probabilities ~!~.) effectively regulate the contributions to the 
likelihood function. Matches for which there is little evidence contribute insignif- 
icantly, while those which are in good registration dominate. 

4.3 M a x i m i s a t i o n  

The maximisation step of our perspective deformation algorithm is based on 
dual coupled update processes. The first of these aims to locate maximum a 
posteriori probability correspondence matches. The second update operation is 
concerned with locating maximum likelihood perspective parameters. We effect 
the coupling by allowing information flow between the two processes. 

M a x i m u m  a posteriori probabi l i ty  matches  Point correspondences are sought 
so as to maximise the a posteriori probability of structural match. Individual 
point-correspondences should be updated in the following manner 

f(~+1) (i) = arg max P(z .  twi, ~5 (~0)(~'2) j C M  -J  - 'J (13) 

Once this update equation has been applied, the unmatched model-graph 
nodes are identified for removal from the triangulation. At this point the edited 
set of model feature-points is re-triangulated along the lines suggested in Section 

/ ( n + l )  3 The updated structural matching probabilities ~i,j are also updated using 
equations (3) and (4) as outlined in Section 2. 

M a x i m u m  likelihood pa rame te r s  Maximising the expected log-likelihood 
function is equivalent to minimising the following weighted squared error crite- 
rion 

qs(n+') = arg m;n ~ p(aj I w~, ~(n))4},~)ei,~ (~)TX-lei,y (~) (14) 

(i,j)ef(-) 
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5 Experiments  

The real-world evaluation of our matching method is concerned with recognising 
planer objects in different 3D poses. The object used in this study is a 3.5 
inch floppy disk which is placed on a desktop. The scene is viewed with a low- 
quality SGI IndyCam. The feature points used to triangulate the object are 
corners. Since the imaging process is not accurately modelled by a perspective 
transformation under pin-hole optics, the example provides a challenging test of 
our matching process. 

Our experiments are illustrated in Figure 1. The first two columns show the 
views under match. In the first example (the upper row of Figure 1) we are 
concerned with matching when there is a significant difference in perspective 
forshortening. In the example shown in the second row of Figure 1, there is a 
rotation of the object in addition to the foreshortening. The final two rows show 
the matching of a fronto-parallel view against rotated and forshortened ones. 
The images in the third column are the initial matching configurations. Here the 
perspective parameter  matr ix has been selected at random. The fourth column 
in Figure 1 shows the final matching configuration after the EM algorithm has 
converged. In all four cases the final registration is accurate. The algorithm 
appears to be capable of recovering good matches even when the initial pose 
estimate is poor. 

6 Conclusions 

Our main contribution in this paper has been to develop a new algorithm for 
matching under perspective deformation. The method integrates both relational 
point-structure and point-distribution information into the deformation process. 
Matching is realised using the EM algorithm. We have illustrated the effective- 
ness of the resulting perspective deformation process in the matching of 3D poses 
of planar objects. 
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